Interaction Designer – internship (February 2022)
Our mission

Attendi is a fast-growing software company that offers leading voice solutions for the healthcare. With
this technology we support healthcare professionals to save significant time by allowing them to build
reports simply by using their voices. In the Netherlands healthcare professionals spend more than 35%
of the available time to administration. At Attendi we work with a motivated team to solve this social
problem. With Attendi, healthcare professionals can always and everywhere report simply by using their
voices. Attendi converts the text into an accurately transcribed report and places this directly in the EHR.
Based on the incoming reports, we develop AI-driven solutions that support healthcare professionals in
providing the highest quality care.
Your responsibilities

Attendi is growing. In this role you will have a significant impact on the customer facing part of Attendi.
Together with our product manager you will make sure to realize the vision of new and existing features
for the Attendi Speech Service. You will research, design & validate easy to use functionalities for mobile
(iOS and Android) and browser-based interactions. At Attendi, development is based on intense user
testing, prototyping, and iterating on design with the product team. It is your responsibility to have a
strong vision of what an interface must look like, plan and execute user tests, and combine that vision
with what you learn from customers using the product on a daily basis.
You are…

-

a bachelor's or master's student of Product Design (or a related study)
someone with a heart for healthcare and startups with social impact
being a generalist so you can chip in on every aspect of the design
ready to take ownership over the designs
someone who has designed for native mobile apps and/or web
familiar with design tools, preferably Figma/Sketch/Adopbe XD and tools like Framer/Protopie
(and have an opinion on what to use and why)

The benefits

-

Internship compensation
Experienced supervision and a lot of freedom to explore and design
You work daily with healthcare professionals and technology experts
Amsterdam based office

Interested?

Give us a call, drop by for a coffee or send your resume and motivation letter to: info@attendi.nl

